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The S&P 500 rose 3.1% in March. The Consumer Price Index (CPI), the
most commonly used measure of inflation, was up 3.5% year-over-year,
meaning that prices are over 3% higher now than they were last March.
Inflation has proven to be sticky; March marks the tenth straight month of
prices hovering between a 3-4% year-over-year gain, well above the
Federal Reserve’s target of 2%.(1) The economy added 303k jobs in March
versus the 210k expected, the unemployment rate came in at 3.8%, and
average hourly earnings were up 4.3% year-over-year.(2) This marks the
26th straight month of an unemployment rate below 4%. We see better
performance for sectors like Small-caps and International in March as a
positive sign of a broader, healthier base for this rally. 
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The market is now pricing in 2-3 rate cuts for 2024, finally matching the
Fed’s expectations after starting the year expecting 5-6 cuts.(7) Since
1928, April has been an impressive month for the market, with an average
return of 1.38%.(8) For 2024, the market expects earnings to grow by 11%,
while the Fed sees inflation dropping to 2.6% and unemployment rising to
4.0%.(9,10) If these predictions are accurate, a ‘soft landing’(bringing
inflation back down to 2% without causing a recession) is certainly a
possibility for the economy.

Interest rates and inflation continue to determine much of the stock
market’s direction. The 10yr treasury is yielding around 4.15% now after
beginning the year at 3.85%.(4) This rise is mostly thanks to the Fed’s
(and now the market’s) more cautious outlook on lowering rates.
Mortgage rates have remained just below 7%.(5)  The US dollar is
slightly higher on the year, which is generally good for International
stocks.(6) 
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The views expressed are those of the author as of the date noted, are subject to change based on market and other
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